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Session #1 Review

• Control Loop Overview
• Control Valves vs Regulators
• Control Valve Assembly

– Body
– Actuator
– Instrumentation

• Basic Design Parameters
– Information needed to properly size and select a control valve
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Session #2 Outline

• Control Valve Sizing
• Control Valve Trim Characteristic
• Control Valve Positioners
• Control Valve Seat Leakage
• Control Valve Noise
• Control Valve Specification/Quotation Review
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Content Overview
• Because of my time working in the Fisher organization, I received a lot of training 

and experience regarding Fisher products. 

• In this presentation you will see mostly Fisher products/practices, but the 
concepts are applicable to any control valve. However, each manufacturer may 
have unique nomenclature and design practices. 

• This presentation will be an overview of control valve topics.  The control valve 
topics (i.e.. characterization, noise, seat design, sizing etc.) and the many options 
available from a manufacturer can get very detailed.   Seek out additional 
resources or contact manufacturer for assistance.

• If you have questions, please submit via Chat.
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Control Valve Sizing



What is the Capacity of a 4” Control Valve?
4" Control Valve Capacity

P1 = 500, P2 = 300
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Globe Valves

Rotary Valves



Pressure/Velocity Profile

Flow

1.  As fluid flows through a restriction, fluid velocity increases. 

2.  Bernouli's Law: If velocity increases, pressure will decrease.

3. The Vena Contracta, downstream of the restriction, is the point of
    smallest flow area, highest velocity, and lowest pressure.

Velocity Profile

Pressure Profile

Restriction Vena Contracta

brnouli

            

A control valve can 
be thought of as  a 
variable restriction.

Control valve capacity 
is limited to the flow at 
the vena contracta! 



ISA Sizing Equations

The Flow Equations for Sizing Control Valves are published in 
ISA 75.01.01



ISA Sizing Equations

• Control valve manufacturers determine and publish sizing 
coefficients per ISA 75.02

• Not all manufacturer’s use the ISA standard and may 
publish other types of sizing coefficients that must be used 
in their sizing equations.

• Control valve manufacturer’s have the capability to perform 
the valve sizing or provide a valve sizing program.



ISA75 Pressure Measurement Points

• Per ISA 75 the inlet pressure (P1) and outlet pressure (P2) are measured as 
shown below.

• If fittings (reducers) are attached to the control valve, the effect (decrease) in 
the capacity can be significant.   The ISA Flow Equation accounts for the 
effects of pipe fittings via the Piping Geometry Factor (FP).

P1 P2

2 Pipe Diameters 6 Pipe Diameters



Definition of CV

  
   

P1 = 100 psig P2 = 99 psig

Water at 60 degrees F
(SG = 1)

Restriction Cv = 1

1 CV = 1 gpm flow of H2O @ 60 degrees F with 1 psid ∆P

1 gpm flow rate

          

The flow capacity of a control valve is determined 
from its flow coefficient (CV).



Control Valve Sizing -Liquids



ISA Valve Sizing Equation for Liquids

Q= Flow Rate
N= numerical constant (unit conversion)
FP=Piping Geometry Factor 

FP=1.0 for no fittings (pipe size = valve size)
FP<1.0 for pipe reducers-decrease in capacity!

Cv=Valve Flow Coefficient
P1= Valve Inlet pressure
x = Pressure drop ratio, DP/P1*, DP = P1-P2

SG= Liquid Specific Gravity

𝑸𝑸 = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑷𝑷𝑪𝑪𝒗𝒗𝑷𝑷𝟏𝟏 𝒙𝒙/𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺

* x=DP/P1 is limited to value that causes liquid to flash in 
the valve. This Dpallowable is based on the Liquid Pressure 
Recovery Factor (FL), liquid vapor pressure and liquid 
critical pressure.



Critical Flow in Liquids 

Liquid flow capacity limit is obtained when the pressure at the vena contracta drops to the 
vapor pressure of the liquid. 

At this point, vapor bubbles start to occupy part of the flow area of the vena contracta-which 
displaces liquid flow.  

Any further reduction in downstream pressure (P2), increases the vapor fraction flow.- not 
flowrate.



Liquid Capacity vs Pressure Drop

Flashing starts to 
occur in the control 
valve. Flow becomes 
critical!

P1=900,   P2 decreasing

Flowrate 
continues to 
increase with 
pressure drop.



Choked Flow

• Fluid vaporization occurs in the vena contracta which “crowds out” 
liquid molecules at point of minimum of area

• ΔPallowable= The limiting pressure drop beyond which any increase 
in pressure drop brought about by decreasing P2 will not generate 
additional flow through the valve.  Therefore, the valve is “choked”.

• ΔPallowable = FL
2 (P1-(FF)(Pv))

• FF=liquid critical pressure ratio factor
• Pv= vapor pressure
• FL

2=Liquid Pressure Recovery Factor. FL is an ISA valve coefficient 
determined by manufacturer in accordance with ISA standards.



Cavitation 

Internal pressure drops below liquid vapor pressure and 
critical flow occurs.

Because of pressure recovery of the control valve design, 
the downstream pressure recovers and increases above the 
vapor pressure.

The implosion of these vapor bubbles is called cavitation.

No Bubbles!



Cavitation Damage

cavillus

Cavitation Damage

Cavitation Damage

  Cavitation Damage That Results From Imploding Vapor Cavities


cavillus


Cavitation Damage


Cavitation Damage




  Cavitation Damage That Results From Imploding Vapor Cavities




Cavitation Damage



Cavitation Trim

Cavitation control trim uses multiple stages to reduce the 
pressure such that internal pressures does not drop below 
the vapor pressure.

Since bubbles are not formed, cavitation is avoided. 



Flashing

Internal pressure drops below liquid vapor pressure and critical flow occurs. 
Liquid velocity increases.

The downstream pressure remains below the vapor pressure.

Because the fluid contains vapor (and liquid), it is called flashing.

Bubbles remain!



Flashing

• Flashing occurs because of the downstream 
pressure being lower than the liquid vapor pressure.  
It has nothing to do with the control valve.

• Flashing causes very high velocities that can “wash 
out” valve trim.

• Control valve designs can NOT prevent flashing.



Flashing



Flashing

• Hardened control valve trim materials are 
typically specified for flashing applications.

• This will lengthen the trim life, but periodic trim 
replacement may be necessary.
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Control Valve Sizing -Gas



ISA Valve Sizing Equation for Gas

Q= Flow Rate
N= numerical constant
FP=Piping Geometry Factor  (i.e., pipe reducers)
Cv=Valve Flow Coefficient
Y= Gas Expansion Factor, accounts for density change as gas 

flows from P1 to vena contracta.
P1= Valve Inlet pressure
x = DP/P1*, DP = P1-P2

SG= Gas Specific Gravity
T1=Valve inlet Temp
Z1= Valve inlet compressibility factor

𝑸𝑸 = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑷𝑷𝑪𝑪𝒗𝒗𝒀𝒀𝑷𝑷𝟏𝟏 𝒙𝒙/(𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏 𝒁𝒁𝟏𝟏)

* DP/P1 is limited to value that causes gas to reach sonic 
velocity in the valve. Dpmax is based on valve parameters (xT).



Expansion, Density, and Flow Rate

• Gas Expansion and Density 

   

              
           

         
           

            

Density = n Density < n

        



Critical Flow in Gases

Flow

1.  As fluid flows through a restriction, fluid velocity increases. 

2.  Bernouli's Law: If velocity increases, pressure will decrease.

3. The Vena Contracta, downstream of the restriction, is the point of
    smallest flow area, highest velocity, and lowest pressure.

Velocity Profile

Pressure Profile

Restriction Vena Contracta

brnouli

            

Velocity at the Vena 
Contracta can never be 
greater than the speed of 
sound.



Gas Capacity vs Pressure Drop

xt is the pressure 
drop ratio at which 
sonic flow occurs 
at the vena 
contractaSonicSub-sonic

P1=900,   P2 decreasing

Flowrate 
continues to 
increase with 
pressure drop.

xt =0.632
Sqrt(0.632)=0.795
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Control Valve Characteristic



Inherent Valve Characteristics

The capacity goes 
from 0% to 100% for all 
characteristics

But each takes a 
different path.



Equal Percentage
What is it? 

Equal-Percentage Characteristic  An inherent flow 
characteristic that, for equal increments of rated travel, will 
ideally give equal-percentage changes of the flow coefficient 
(Cv) from the existing Cv.

The % change in flowrate at a certain travel is proportional to 
the valve travel.

∆𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄

= 𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥



Equal Percentage

The slope of the CV
curve is proportional 
to the % Travel.

High slope (or gain) at 
high valve travel.

Low slope (or gain) at 
low valve travel.



Linear vs. =% Characteristic



Characterized Trims

Contoured Plugs
Un-balanced Valves

Cage Window Shapes 
(Balanced Valves) 



DP Across Control Valve 

Percent Valve Travel

%
 C

v

ps
id

Increasing flow

Equal Percentage
Why do we care?

Low valve gain 
(slope is flat) 

when pressure 
drop is high.

High valve gain 
(slope is steep) 
when pressure 
drop is low.

If Controller gain is constant across 
entire flow range, a single loop 
tuning set can be used.



VALVE SELECTION

• Valve Characteristic
– Equal Percentage (Ball, Globe)

• Majority natural gas pipeline applications
• Rangeability -(ability to control low flows as well as large flows.
• Maintains installed gain where load increases but DP available 

decreases
– Linear (Globe, Butterfly)

• Best where DP is constant as load increases
– Quick Opening (Globes, self op regs)

• Used on blowdowns and vents
• Generally, not used for process control!



Control Valve Positioners



Control Valve Positioner

• A positioner is an instrument that supplies the required actuator pressure 
such that the position of the valve corresponds to the position setpoint sent 
from the controller. (i.e., the 4-20ma signal to the control valve).

• The positioner requires position feedback from the valve.
• Positioners are available for globe and rotary control valves
• They are available in pneumatic, analog or “Smart” versions

Rotary
Globe

Smart

Micro-processor.  
Lots of 
functionality



I/P vs Smart Positioner Demonstration



I/P vs DVC Positioner Performance

Control Signal vs Valve Travel
2" EZ/667-45
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ma DVC I/P
4 0 0.3
6 12.1 0.3
8 24.8 0.5
10 37.4 9.9
12 50 29.6
14 62.2 48.2
16 75 65.1
18 87.5 80.8
20 99.5 95.3
18 87.4 85.6
16 74.8 69.6
14 62.2 52.5
12 49.7 33.9
10 37.2 13.9
8 24.5 0.7
6 12 0.4
4 0.1 0.2

Valve Deadband
= 1 ma (6%)

Bench Set 
(12-30 psig)

25% of Control 
signal is unused

Results
I/P only used 75% 
of the available 
control signal (8-
20ma) and had 
valve ~6% 
deadband.

Smart positioner 
utilized full 
control signal 
range and no 
deadband.
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Control Signal to Valve (ma)
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Control Signal vs Valve Travel
2" EZ/667-45
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		ma		DVC		I/P

		4		0		0.3

		6		12.1		0.3

		8		24.8		0.5

		10		37.4		9.9

		12		50		29.6

		14		62.2		48.2

		16		75		65.1

		18		87.5		80.8

		20		99.5		95.3

		18		87.4		85.6

		16		74.8		69.6

		14		62.2		52.5

		12		49.7		33.9

		10		37.2		13.9

		8		24.5		0.7

		6		12		0.4

		4		0.1		0.2
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% Valve Travel

Control Signal vs Valve Travel
2" EZ/667-45



Sheet1 (2)

		

		ma		DVC		I/P

		4		0		0

		6		12.5		0

		8		25		0

		10		37.5		0

		12		50		5

		14		62.5		28.75

		16		75		52.5

		18		87.5		76.25

		20		100		100

		18		88		100

		16		75.6666666667		98

		14		63.3333333333		90

		12		51		72

		10		38.6666666667		54

		8		26.3333333333		36

		6		14		18

		4		0		0
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Shutoff w/ I/P Transducer
Spring Fail Close Control Valve 

4.0 ma from Controller

6.0 psig actuator loading

Bench Set 
(12-30 psig)

Half spring force 
(6 psig) delivered 

to valve seat for 
shutoff.

Valve may leak more 
than specified!

4-20ma = 
6-30 psig



Shutoff w/ Positioner 
Spring Fail Close Control Valve

4.0 ma from Controller

0.0 psig actuator loading

Full spring force 
(12 psig) delivered 

to valve seat for 
maximum shutoff.

Bench Set 
(12-30 psig)



Control Valve Positioner

A positioner may be required when…..
– High performance control loop is required. 

• Accuracy - Process is required to operate with very little 
deviation from setpoint.

• Speed of response – The ability to quickly respond to load 
changes.

– Minimize shutoff leakage for globe valves
• Positioner will maximize shutoff seat loading

– Need to modify the “installed” valve characteristic
– If split-ranging is required and can not be implemented 

in the controller
– Smart positioners also can offer valve diagnostic 

features



Control Valve Positioner

• A positioner may NOT be required …..
– Dump valve applications (be careful with seat loads)
– Large upstream and downstream pipe volumes lessen the need for 

speed of response or accuracy.
– When process accuracy is not of concern (reduce valve deadband)
– MAOP monitor valves. (Zero controller output will 100% close the valve 

regardless if there is a positioner or not.)



Control Valve Seats/Seals



•Class II 0.5% valve capacity at full travel
•Class III 0.1% valve capacity at full travel
•Class IV 0.01% valve capacity at full travel
•Class V 5 x 10-4 mL/min/psid/in. port diam
•Class VI

Control Valve Seat Leakage Classification
(ANSI/FCI 70-2 and IEC 60534-4)

Port Diameter Bubbles/minute
1 1

1.5 2
2 3

2.5 4
3 6
4 11
6 27
8 45

Liquids



•For natural gas service, the most common 
leakage classes are 

•Class IV
• Typically, metal seated valves (globe and rotary)

•Class VI
• Typically, soft seated valves (Teflon, etc)
• May achieve with metal seated globe valve if actuator 

is sized for required seat loading. (~15x more seat 
loading required!)

•Pressure regulators may have Class VIII shutoff. 
(no bubbles for 1 minute)

Control Valve Seat Leakage Classification
(ANSI/FCI 70-2 and IEC 60534-4)



•Metal Seats are low maintenance.
• Recommended for “dirty” service

•Soft seats provide much better shutoff.  
However, if they are damaged, they will most 
likely leak much more than a metal seat.

• Recommended for clean service (i.e. downstream of 
filter)

Control Valve Seat Leakage Classification
(ANSI/FCI 70-2 and IEC 60534-4)

Damaged soft seat 
from an 8” rotary 

control valve.



Control Valve Noise



Typical Sound Levels

– Quiet Residence 50   dBA
– Conversation 60   dBA
– Vacuum cleaner @ 10 ft 70   dBA
– Heavy Street Traffic 90   dBA
– Jack Hammer 100 dBA
– Jet Airplane @ 200 ft 120 dBA
– Threshold of Pain 140 dBA

– Human Hearing Frequency Range  = 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz
– As we age, hearing in the high frequency range diminishes



Noise limits

• Human
– Safety (hearing protection)
– OSHA Exposure limits

• Noise Receptors
– Noise limit at fence
– Noise limit at closest neighbor

• Mechanical Limit
– At ~110 dBa or greater

• Pipe nipples break at threadolet.
• Flange bolting can loosen.
• Valve instrumentation is damaged.



Types of Control Valve Noise

1. Mechanical Noise
– Flow impingement on valve components can cause 

mechanical vibration. Usually an indication of worn 
parts. If your valve “rattles” it’s a good warning it needs 
maintenance!

2. Hydrodynamic Noise (liquids)
– Caused by liquid cavitation.  Sounds like rocks flowing 

through valve.  Cavitation will damage valve and/or 
piping! When cavitation is corrected the noise goes 
away!

3. Aerodynamic Noise (gases)
– Caused by turbulence impinging on the valve body 

and/or piping causing it to “ring”. The pipe becomes the 
“speaker” and radiates noise.



Aerodynamic Noise

• Control Valve Noise is a function of
• Flowrate
• Pressure Drop

• Two methods for noise reduction
• Source treatment- reduce nose at its source 

(Control valve)
• Path Treatment- Contain or muffle after it is 

generated.



Aerodynamic Noise

• Control Valve Noise Sources
• Trim Noise

• Noise generated by the noise trim and radiates through the valve 
body an/or travels downstream to interact with pipe.

• Valve Outlet Noise
• High control valve exit velocity creates a “jet” in the downstream 

piping.
• Even if the trim noise is “quiet”, the exit velocity may be the 

predominant noise generator.

• Swages (reducers)
• Swages create turbulence that can also be another source of noise.



Aerodynamic Noise Abatement-Source Treatment 
• All noise abatement trims break the flow into smaller jets.
• The smaller the flow passages, the higher the noise frequency

– The amount of sound power is the same but the peak frequencies occur at higher 
frequencies. 

– Moves peak frequencies outside the human hearing range (greater than 20,000 Hz)
– These higher frequencies are more easily dampened in the pipe wall.
– These higher frequencies do not travel in air as well as low frequencies.
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Control Valve Noise Spectrum

Noise control trims move the noise 
to higher frequencies

The smaller the holes, the higher the 
noise  frequency



Aerodynamic Noise Abatement-Source Treatment 
– Caution!  

• Shifting control valve noise to higher frequency, may interfere with ultrasonic gas 
meters!

• Trims with small holes also function as strainers!  Gas needs to be clean.



Aerodynamic Noise Abatement-Source Treatment 

• Advanced noise abatement trims (Multi-Path, Multi-Stage) not only shifts the 
frequency (using small jets) but also combines multi-stage pressure reduction 
within the trim.

• Increased noise reduction more expensive and less capacity.
• These trims can reach up to 40 dBA noise reduction.



Aerodynamic Noise Abatement-Exit Velocity

• To reduce the exit velocity from a control valve the valve body 
must become larger.

• Small trims in larger valve bodies
• Noise trims in rotary valves will reduce capacity, in the same body 

size  lower exit velocity.

Same port size

Large valve body 



Pipe Reducer and expanders (Swages)
Standard pipe increasers (swages) on outlet of a control valve create 
turbulence and can be an additional noise source.

Also, pipe reducers/increasers installed on control valves reduce the control 
valve capacity-especially on rotary valves. 

4” Rotary valve in 8” pipe, FP= 0.7381  (25%+ reduction in capacity)

Turbulence generates noise that is 
transmitted to pipe wall causing it to 
“ring”.

Flow gets “necked down” and 
restrict flow.



Noise Abatement - Path Treatment

Noise remains high  inside the pipe.  
All above-grade piping needs 

treatment!

• Path Treatment “muffles” the control valve noise.



Noise Abatement - Path Treatment

If the control valve noise is greater that 110 dBA (mechanical limit), 
path treatment will NOT prevent mechanical damage.

Even though it may sound quieter, the pipe is still vibrating and may 
cause damage.



Noise Abatement – Silencers 

• Path Treatment “muffles” the control valve noise.
– Works much like a muffler on your car.
– Upstream piping will be loud.



Noise Abatement – Diffusers 
• Diffusers are restriction devices that reduce the pressure 

drop across the control valve- thus reducing control valve 
noise.

• They are installed downstream of the control valve.
• Noise from the diffuser is shifted to higher frequencies 

based on the small holes.
• Advantage- may be able to use with standard trim control 

valve if small noise reduction is needed.
• Disadvantage – it only provides max noise reduction at 

one design point, typically the max flowrate.



Control Valve Specification/Quotation Review



Control Valve Design Parameters



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review

?



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review



6” Globe Control Valve Specification Review

25-80%



4” Rotary Control Valve Specification Review

23-86%



6” Rotary Control Valve Specification Review

20-66%



Which control valve should be purchased?



Control Valve Comparison

4” Rotary 6” Rotary 6” Globe
Characteristic Approx Eq Percent Approx Eq Percent Eq Percent

% Open at Max 96% (86 deg) 66% (60 deg) 80%

% Open at Norm 60% (54 deg) 43% (39 deg) 57%

% Open at Min 26% (23 deg) 20% (18 deg) 25%

Noise (dB(A) 95 / 105 / 102 / 111 94 / 103 / 101 / 82 94 / 101 / 99 / 104

Cost Index 48% 
(of globe cost)

61% 
(of globe cost)

100% 
(base)

Lead Time 6-8 weeks 6-8 weeks 8-10 weeks

Very Noisy. Wide-open 
noise is a problem. Max 
condition is wide-open!

Only operates in 
middle 46% range.

Most Expensive

Must remove from line for seat maintenance



Conclusions
• Rule of thumb- One can drop one valve size going from globe to 

rotary valve (ball or butterfly) – less expensive 
• Caution!!  Rotary valves are not always the best choice for all 

applications. High pressure drops can be problematic.
• Too many safety factors, applied by multiple engineers in the 

process may result in an oversized valve.
• Over-sized control valves result in a high process gain (very little 

valve movement results in large flow change). This can cause 
tuning a control loop to be very difficult or impossible.

• How often have you found a control valve that was too small?
• If you are unsure about any of the control valve specifications-

seek assistance!!



Questions?



Thank You 
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